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Orias

Orias is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Orias

Species & Gender: Female Random Alien
Date of Birth: 35日 9月 ????
Organization: Section 6
Occupation: TBD

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: Section 6
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Physical Description

6'2 with a dark tanned skin, this woman is fair in complexion and youthful in beauty. Orias has butt
length, straight almost raven black in shade brown hair. Unsettling, her eyes are gold irises surrounded
by black schelera. Her face is soft and in a heart shape, and a rather lush lips.

She looks human enough until you get to certain features of her curvy hourglass shaped body. A pair of
small black curved horns, 4 inches in length, protrude from her temples. Paired with the black bat like
wings that are part of her body much like those of an Elysian, make it clear she is anything but human.
As if these were not enough, a spine like segmented tail extends down from just above the rear. It can
pull in, bringing it's segments together to compact. This removes it from being in the way, given its two
foot length, which can prove a hindrance in tight spaces.

When extended out and hanging about, it's much like any other tail except that instead of fur over skin.
This appendage is like bone segments spaced out with a retractable muscle running through their center
connecting them all. To retract, the muscle simply does exactly that, pulling together to only a third of its
length where it curls around underneath to the front in an almost protective manner over the private
areas.

E cups finish her rather beautiful yet unsettling appearance.

Personality

Uppity, privileged, pompous, foul tempered, devious, cunning, and seductive all describe this anomaly of
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a being. Orias as no moral compass that points anywhere towards good. Selfish wind the day with her
motivations, along with more carnal tendencies. She cares for few, or willing to even attach herself to
others easily. This woman is generally only out to please herself, but there have been signs of change
being possible.

History

When exactly she was born, if that term even applies, but she had devoted her being to the dark powers
found in the Ayenee universe. That was until the YSS-Kaiyo II came to her world and she made the
mistake of possessing one of its crew. This developed a long struggle between her and her host, which
ultimately ended in defeat upon their return to the Kikyo Sector. Stopped of her powers and trapped
within the mind of Mark Oaklen in a fusion of minds that slowly began to kill him.

Orias is immeasurably old, and essentially immortal. At least she was until ripped from the mind of Mark
Oaklen in late YE40. She was remove via a complex process by Section 6, saving the life of her now ex-
host, and giving her a life and body of her own. But with one major draw back. The once demon was now
powerless and mortal just like those she had once tried to manipulate.

Currently, Orias now resides at Section 6, contemplating on her fate and future.

Skills Learned

Humanities

Orias is well versed in understanding the psyches of others, as well as what drives the actions of mortal
creatures. It is with this knowledge that she generally tries to manipulate others to do what she wants.

Chemistry

More in line with the understandings of science in terms of an alchemist's comprehension. Orias can still
expertly mix compounds with the best of them.

Strategy

Cunning does not aptly define the aged and devising mind of this woman. She thinks out multiple
scenarios for every occasion, and is always playing a game of chess with the wants and desires of others.

Literature

When learned in the ways of complex writing, and language arts. Orias is fully capable of writing
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advanced pieces of literature and understanding writings, and word structures of the languages she
knows.

Communication

Trade, Yamataigo, and Seraphim.

Social Connections

Orias is connected to:

Mark Oaklen - Ex-host

Inventory & Finance

Orias has the following:

Personal

1 elegant dress of archaic, yet gothic design. Light brown, with crystal particles worked into the
fabric.

Salvage

SSCC-XL containing sorghum 1)

Frozen beef patties, large quantity 2)

Shattered viewscreen 3)

SSCC-XL containing propane 4)

A case of precision lenses 5)

Single Instruction Book (“5th XF Starship Service Guide YE 28 edition - Learn Basic Starship
Operations Concepts!”)6)

Novelty shirt, band(AETHER SPERM,NUCLEAR ELECTRIC DEATH EAGLE TOUR T-SHIRT, MORE LIKE
AWESOME SHIRT)7)

Barrel of Nepleslian Beer8)

Orias currently has 3000 KS.
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OOC Information

This page was created by jack_pine on 10, 06 2018 at 17:53 using the Character Template Form.

In the case jack_pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Orias
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status Inactive Player Character

1)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 25-81, IC: 2082-30108-104
2)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 31-78, IC: 2475-29073-106
3)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 94-45, IC: 4193-16842-128
4)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 14-69, IC: 1023-25863-82
5)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 61-32, IC: 1948-12057-86
6)

YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 70-43, IC: 2997-34285-105
7)

YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 72-8, IC: 561-6433-72
8)

YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 56-3, IC: 169-2451-53
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